
Lost Keys?

Car and Key tracking for Car Dealerships

How It works 
Each corner of the dealership has long-
range gateways coupled with multiple
short-range gateways scattered throughout
the showroom and service bays creating a
geo-fence around the entire dealership. A
Leash is inserted into the car glove box and
another attached to the keys. The Leash is
matched to the correct vehicle and this can
be integrated with VIN readers if required.
Authorised staff and management will have  
visibility over all cars and keys through the
LeashView platform 24/7.  

We know that car dealership can have hundreds of cars
worth millions of dollars across multiple locations at any
given time. Keeping track of vehicles, keys and books is
extremely time consuming and expensive. LeashView is
here to help! 

"It's anticipated that working with 
Leash It will not only improve 
effciencies across the dealership, we 
believe it will seriously impact our "loss 
of Key", security and insurance costs- 
making the introductions of Leash It 
system, commercially, a no-brainer.

Mercedes Benz Brighton recently installed the Leash it solution to secure 400 cars around
thier dealership Russell Morris from MB Brighton explains why! 

Testimonial

Missing Cars? Staff spending hours searching?



admin@ileashit.com 
(03) 9001 0606 
236-262 East Boundary Rd, 
Bentleigh East, Victoria, Australia 
3165

Contact details

Summary

LeashView is designed with all the functionality 
a Car dealership would need to efficiently track 
and monitor its cars & keys..

LeashView works on all devices desktops, 
mobiles and  tablets
Track cars and keys location while in the 
dealership 
Easy Installation and setup means solution can
be up and running almost instantly
Receive alerts and warnings 
Customisable reports

All LeashView Bluetooth gateways connect to 
the infrastructures Wi-FI and are easily 
configurable.
LeashView Leashes (Beacons) are BLE with 
battery life from 2 - 5 years. 
All Leashes are water proof, dust proof and 
made from ABS plastic.
Sensors for gas, water, smoke, fire, temperature 
and humidity available.

Hardware

Rules and Alerts 

Set rules and alerts with LeashView's easy to 
use configuration tool.
Alerts can be set for entry & exit.
Receive alerts and warnings via email or text 
message to 1 or more administrators or staff. 

Create automated email or sms
 updates.
Collected data can be analysed
to provide better business
insights 
Easy to use dashboard and
analytics tools 
Detailed reporting on utilisation,
compliance and cars on hand 
Reconcile your existing cars
register easily with real time
inventory levels. 

Enable staff to search for cars &
keys location in real time  
Receive real time alerts if a car or
keys reach exits or designated
areas. 
See location history and build
records of asset movement over
time 
Identify bottlenecks, unusual
movements and over
capitalisation areas
Identify idle cars & keys

Remotely complete stock takes
hourly, daily, weekly or monthly 
Set rules to make sure all cars &
Keys are being stored in correct
locations and provide compliance
reports 
Instantly organise car recalls of
stock on hand. 
Ensure only appropriately
certified staff have access to
specialised equipment. 

How LeashView Helps

Monitor, analyse and act on
your data

Check in and outCompliance Management


